Hotels near watchLAB Studios Chicago
Dana Hotel and Spa *****
660 N. State St. Chicago, IL 60611 | 888.301.3262 | danahotelandspa.com
"dana" is the pleasure of giving—and the very foundation of Chicago’s newest 216-room boutique
hotel and spa. A space bathed in natural light—open, airy and inviting. Where a passion for
hospitality inspires the utmost in genuine service. Tucked away within the frenetic city that surrounds
it, this luxury boutique hotel and spa evokes a vibe that isn’t about seeing and being seen—only
about living in the moment. At the dana Hotel & Spa, giving is our pleasure, and it’s this
fundamental, yet profound principle that we practice daily. Located across the street from watchLAB
Studios. Please mention that you are client of watchLAB Studios and ask for the dana
exclusive rate when reserving a room.
Acme Hotel ****
15 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, IL 60611 | 312.894.0800 | www.acmehotelcompany.com
If you've never been one for convention, ACME HOTEL is the right choice for you in downtown
Chicago. Located 2 ½ blocks from the Magnificent Mile in the River North neighborhood, ACME is
downtown Chicago's all new lifestyle boutique hotel alternative. If you appreciate an eye for design
and dig a high-tech vibe, you'll feel right at home. We'd like to call ourselves cool, or hip, because
we are, but that just feels like bragging. But mostly, ACME is what we consider approachable - in
more ways than one. The fact is, we want your experience at ACME to blow your mind, not your
budget. Go ahead... find yourself another tab and prepare to be bowled over. Book here for the
watchLAB exclusive rate.
The James Hotel *****
55 E. Ontario Street, Chicago, IL 60611 | 312.337.1000 | jameshotels.com
The James is a brand of ideally situated, residentially styled luxury boutique hotels, as embodied in
its first property, The James Chicago. Representing the very best of what Chicago downtown hotels
have to offer, it delivers an artful blend of hand-crafted design, seamlessly intuitive service and
personalized comfort. Located on Ontario Street, right off the Magnificent Mile, this Mag Mile hotel is
just minutes away from Chicago’s world renowned shopping, dining and nightlife destinations, as
well as its celebrated cultural institutions.
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